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In this paper a new model is presented of a one-dimensional interacting particle system which 
we call “a clustered random walk system”, in which a tagged particle has an asymptotically 
Gaussian distribution with variance @“a (1 c a G 2). 
interacting particles * tagged particles * diffusion coefficient * asymptotic normality 
1. Introduction 
A tagged particle in an interacting particle system usually exhibits a diffusive 
behavior, so that it is an important problem to obtain more precise information on 
the diffusion coefficients. This problem has been studied by many authors, e.g. 
[ 12,11,93. On the other hand in one-dimensional interacting particle systems uch 
as Harris [lo], Arratia [2] and Rost-Vares [ 17 3 a tagged particle motion is extremely 
less diffusive. In fact, the distribution of its displacement up to time t is asymptotically 
Gaussian with variance pl”* and p > 0 is explicitly given there. 
In this paper we will present a new model of a one-dimensional interacting particle 
system which we call “a clustered random walk system”, in which a tagged particle 
has an asymptotically Gaussian distribution with VF%WX fit”” (1~ (Y s 2). 
Let us begin with a description of our model. Let 2, Z+ and IV denote the set of 
integers, the set of non-negative integers and the set of natural numbers respectively. 
Suppose that we are now given two probability distributions p - (p(y)) on 2 and 
q = (q(k)) on M. Particles move on Z according to the following rules: 
(i) there is always at most one particle on each point of 2; 
(ii) when particles attempt to jump, they . ..“. fi=t form a cluster with random size 
distributed by q = (q(k)), after that we choose a J’E Z with probability P(Y) and 
make all particles of the cluster displace by y simultaneously; 
(iii) if a jump of a cluster makes a particle jump over the nearest nei 
the jump is suppressed. 
Formally the state space and the generator of this model are iven as fohows. 
~={(X=(X;)i,z:XiEZand”’ CXi<Xi+I<*“}* (1.1) 
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For every cylinder and bounded function defined on %, we set 
Gf(x) = C C C c( i, j, y: x)(f(x[‘*jJSu) -f(x)), 
i j>i y 
c( i, j9 y: xj =p(y)q( j - i)l(X,_* < Xi +y, Xj-1 +y C Xj), 
where for each x E 2, i <j and y, ~t~*j’*-’ E Z’ is defined by 
xk+y if kE[i, j), 
xk otherwise, 
and I(A) stands for the indicator function of a set A, i.e. I(A) = 1 if it is true, and 
I( A) = 0 otherwise. In Section 2, under the condition zr=, kq( k) < +a, we construct 
on a suitable subspace of BY, a Markov process (C&s, P, X(t) = (Xi( t))iEz) generated 
by G of (1.2). Such process is called “a clustered random walk system”. 
Xfp(l)=p(-1) = i and q( 1) = 1, then the clustered random walk system is nothing 
but a one-dimensional simple exclusion model (cf. [ 19, 131). Also, if q( 1) = 1 and 
p = (p(y)) is arbitrary, it might bc regarded as a discrete version of Harris’ collision 
model [lo]. However, in our case, even if p = (p(y)) has a long tail so that p = (p(y)) 
may belong to a domain of attraction of a stable distribution, it will be shown that 
the displacement of a tagged particle up to time t is asymptotically Gaussian with 
variance St ‘I2 (p > 0), which is different from the Harris’ collision model (cf. [S]). 
In fact, the clrtster size distribution q = (q(k)) is a most crucial factor, of which tail 
behavior inherits the scaling order of a tagged particle motion. 
In order to formulate our result we assume the following conditions: 
(1.3) p = (P(Y)) is a symmetric probability distribution on 2 satisfying p( 1) > 0 
and yp(y) is bounded in 2. 
(1.4) 9 = (q(k)) is a probability distribution on N such that q( 1) > 0 and l- 
i(8) = 161”L(e) with an 1 < 
) converges as E&O to a centered Gaussian process Y(t) in the sense 
of convergence of finite dimensiona! distributions and the covariance of Y(t) is given 
bY 
E’r’(i)Y(s) 
C 
=- 
2 
(t “a 4 cFa -It -Spa), - ” (1.~) 
I-l/a 
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We remark that if Cr=, k2q(9c) < +m, then h(e) -Const. eB4, hence the tagged 
particle behaves in a similar way to the previous examples. However notice that 
(1.4) implies h(E)=E-2aE(~Z) with l<aS2. 
For the proof of this nesult we will adopt a strategy of Brox-Rost [3] and 
Rost-Vares [17]. That is, instead of considering a clustered random walk system 
directly we will mainly treat the process of spacings qal. prove a scaling limit theorem 
of its ffuctuation field, which will be translated to an asymptotic behavior of the 
tagged particle in the clustered random walk system. Then for analysis of the process 
of spacings a spatial energy functional will play an essential role. 
In the final section we will discuss a tagged particle motion in another one- 
dimensional exclusion process with a speed function depending on distances between 
nearest neighbor particles, which is a Markov process on the state apace %’ governed 
by the following generator: 
Hf(X) = z ci(X)(l(% + 1 < xi+1 )(f(xi+) -f(%)) 
ie_Z 
+ !(Xi - l=- xi_,)(f(xi-) -f(x))}, 
C;(X) = C(Xj -Xi-1 9 Xj+l -xj), 
0.7), 
(1.7)b 
where c(l, r) is a non-negative function defined on N x N, 
(Z’f)@ =xi+I and (Xi*)j=Xj forj#i. 
For this model the spatial energy form works as well as for the ciustered random 
walk system, and we will prove that the tagged particle motion X,(t) asymptotically 
has a Gaussian distribution with variance @ I’* and /3 > 0 is computable for a special 
class of c(l, r). However in order to treat a general ~(2, r) we would need more deep 
analysis of the spatial energy form. 
2. The process of spacings 
Let 7)i=Xi-Xi-l -1 and q=(qi) forxE% Then G of 
Af(rl) =C C Z: a(i, j, y: rl)(f(rli*“p) -f(v)), 
i j y>O 
d&j, y: V) = p(yhW- i)ltrli 2 Yl 
(1.2) turns into 
(2.0, 
(2.l)lJ 
where g’(k)= q(lkl) and qi*jzY is 
( ~is”~v)k = r)k for k # i, j. 
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The process of spacings is also an interesting interacting particle system, in which 
at each site we choose a y > 0 with probability 2p(y), if there are more than y 
particles, then y particles of them displace simultaneously by k or -k with probability 
q(K)/2 each, and if there are less than y particles, all particles of the site remain there. 
In order to construct he process of spacings we specify the state space as follows: 
let us fix an arbitrary positive sequence QI = (Qi)iEZ SUCK that Ci~z ai < +OO and for 
some M>O. 
(CX * q)IG Mai for all iCZ2, (2.2) 
where cy * 4’ stands for the convolution, i.e. (cy * q)i = zj ajQ(i -j). Such a sequence 
a! = (ai) always exists for every q = (q(k)). Let 
?!I= rl= (Ti)icL: Vi EZ+ and II~II~~~;aiC+~ . 
i 
A function f: 9 + R is called Lipschitz continuous if 
Illfill = SUP IA rl) -fW II rl - sll == +a, ll#b 
and we denote by 3 the set of all Lipschitz continuous functions on 9. We note 
that, for every f~ 3, 
wwl s W+2)lllflll IIrlIl* (2.3) 
Then we have 
. There exists a unique standard Markov process (a,$, ZF,, P,,, v( t)) on 
the state space 9 such that 
(9 P&7(0) = rl) = 1, 
(ii) for every f E 3, (f( q( t)) -1: Af( q(s)) ds, 9,) is a Qmartingale for all q E 9. 
Although it is possible to prove this theorem by making use of a semi-group 
method as well as for the zero range process in [l] and [ 141, we will here use a 
stochastic differential equation (SDE) whose solution will construct the desired 
process directly. 
e first prepare a sson system (N :.i’Y: i, j E 2, y > 0) such that for each i, j E 2, 
and y > 0, NY’“’ is a isson process with parameter 4( j - i)p(y), and that {IV:‘:?‘} 
is an independent system. For any fixed 7 = (vi) E 9 let us consider the SDE: 
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and Gnat solves the equation (2.4). The uniqueness of S-valued solutions for (2.4) 
is trivial. Also by (2.6), (2.8) and (2.12) one can set that 
J 
f 
for every fe Z f(M) - Af( q( s)) ds is a martingale. (2.13) 
0 
Conversely, if we start a S&valued solution of the martingale problem (2.13), it is 
a routine task to show that the solution satisfies the equation (2.4) for a suitably 
constructed Poisson system {~~~‘y} just as in the diffusion case. Thus we have a 
unique solution for the martingale problem associated with (9, A, D(A) = Zi?), which 
defines the desired standard Marksv process (0,9, S,, P?, q(t)) on the space 9, 
cf. [20]. Therefore the proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed. 
In order to specify stationary distributions of the process of spacings 
(0,9, S,, PV, q(t)) we introduce a family of probability measures { vz}oCz< 1 on 9; 
vz is a product measure on 9 such that v..( qi = k) = (1 - z)zk for k E 2,. For every 
bounded continuous function f defined on 9 we set T,f( r)) = E,.,(f(q( t)), where 
El, stands for the expectation by PV. Then we have 
Lemma 2.2. For every fE A? and g E 2, 
(2.14) 
Proof. It is easy to check that 
Hence we have 
= -!c c c J a(i,j, y: q)Aisj’y 
i j y>O 9 
(2.16) 
where A id:Y f(q) = f ( qi*jzy) -f(q). Noting that A, is a bounded operator, set T: = 
exp(?A,). It follows from (2.16) that 
(2.17) 
E (2.3, it holds that Tyf(q) = E(f(q(“‘(t))) 
2) lim,,, T:f( 7) = f(q) for every f E A!?, 
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Lemma 2.2 implies that each v, (0 c z < 1) is a reversible stationary distribu- 
tion of the process of spacings. Conversely, it is easy to see that the totality of 
extremal reversible stationary distributions for (a, 9, s,, P,, v(t)) coincides with 
{vz~O~z<l}. 
Let L’(?Y, v,) be the Hilbert space of v,-square integrable real functions defined 
on I with the inner product (f, g) and the norm /fll. By Lemma 2.2 7” is extendable 
to a semi-group of contractive and self-adjoint operators on L2( 9, v,), which is also 
denoted by the same notation T,. 
Hereafter we fix a stationary measure v = v, with 0 < z < 1. Denoting by P, the 
probability law of the process of spacings q(t) with v as its initial distribution we 
have a stationary Markov process (a,$, %,, P,, q(. : 1 on the space 9. 
From this stationary Markov process (0,5, s,, Py, q( t j) we construct a clustered 
random walk system X(t) = {Xi(t)} in the following way. We note that q(t) is a 
solution of the equation (2.4) starting at q(O) for some Poisson system {N:j’y} 
independent of q(O). Let X,(O) =0 and define {Xi(0)}i,z by 
qi(O) = Xi(O) -Xi-i(O) - 1. (2.18) 
Let q(t) = (vi(t)) be the solution of the SDE (2.4) starting at q(O), and set 
Xi(t)=Xi(O)+ C C C 1 yI(qk(s-)ay) dNy’“’ 
jsi k>i y>O (0.11 
(2.19) 
Using the condition Ck3, kq(k) < +m together with the stationarity of 
(a,$, s,, P,, q(t)), we see that X(t) = (Xi( f))isz is well defined and it holds that 
qi(f)=Xi(t)-Xi_,(t)-1 for all ieZ a.s. (2.20) 
Furthermore, we can check that 
(2.21) for every bounded cylinder function f defined on K, f( 
I:, Gf(X(s)) d s is a martingale, 
which implies that x(t) is a Markov process on the state space 
X’={XEX: CiLyj(Xi-Xi_l)<+O”) 
whose generator coincides with G of (1.2). We call the process X(t) a clustered 
random walk system. 
We use the following observation in [IT]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X(t) be the cbstered random walk system constructed from 
(L&S, g,, B,, v(t)) through the relation (2.19). ?‘hen.for each t 30 
,(O)= - lim i \I -i f !?;itf)-Vi(0)J R-a.s. 
n-02 i=l 
(2.22) 
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Proof. For a process x(t) we use the notation Dx( t) = x(t) -x(O). By (2.20) 
(2.23) 
Using this, (2.19), (2.20) and the condition &>, kq(k) < +a one can see 
lim E, ‘i 
2 
=o. (2.24) 
n-cc. II i=l 
(I)) 
Since (0, %, @,, PV, q(t)) is spatially homogeneous (stationary wxt. the translation 
group of 9), it follows from (2.19) that {DXi(t)}i,z is stationary sequence for each 
t 2 0, hence by (2.24) and the Birlcoff individual ergodic theorem the first term of 
the right hand side of (2.23) vanishes P,-as. as n + 00, which yields (2.22). 
Finally we state the following simple facts which will later be used. 
Lemma 2.4. For the Markov process (.a, 9, gr, P,,, q(t)), let K :jEy be the number of 
transitions q(s)+ q(~)‘*j’~ up to time t, and set 
J 
I 
II.. 
KhJ:Y _ 
I 
 Ky:Y _ di4, y: TIW) ds. 
0 
Then (i) K, * ‘*jzy is an (9,, f,)-martingale, 
-. 
(ii) K:.J:‘~~I:_ 
-&Sj& ji a(i,j,y: q(s)) ds is an (S,, P,)-martingale, where 
6, stands for the Kronecker symbol; 
(iii) for f E L, 
f(rl(t))-f(G))- 
I 
’ AfMsW 
n 
= c c c J (f(~(s-)i*i:y)-f(~(s-))) dk::.“‘. 
iEZ jE.Z y>O (O,f] 
The proof is obvious since Kijzy =j,O,,l I(q(s-)>y) dNyLY. 
3. A spatial energy form 
For the analysis of the process of spacings (0, 9,9,, Pu, q(t)) let us introduce a 
spatial energy functional according to [33. We assume (1.3) and I:=, kq( k) < +a~ 
) be the shift operator of C?t, i.e., for q E ?!.J, (Siv)j = Q+,~ for j E 2. For 
a function f on 3 let (&f)(v) =.f(Si?j)* Since u= v, is (Si)-invariant, Si is an 
isometric operator on k’( 9, v). Since the operator A given by (2.1) clearly commutes 
-..:at c WLd:; 31> the?? KS, = &SiT,, i E Zs 
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For a subset A of 2 let .%(A ) be the u-field of 9 generated by {Q: i E A} and 
let B = B(Z). For each finite subset A of 2 (then we write A c 2) we introduce a 
Hilbert subspace 9(A) of k*( 9, V) by 
9(A)={f~L*(9, ZJ):~ is B(A)-measurable and (A l)=O} (3.1) 
and set 530=l_j,1CL B(A). 
In particular A(q) = qi -p with p = l qOv(dq) is an important element of 9,-,. 
For f~ GBb, and g E %,, we define an energy functional by 
H(f; g) = if; (.ti sig)- (3.2) 
Notice that 
H(f, g) = lim 
( 
C siL riEn gg\ 2n+l, 
n- OCI li(Sn - ,I 
so that H(f, g) is a non-negative definite and symmetric bilinear form on so x go. 
Lemma 3.1. Let t 2 0, f E go and g E BO. 
(i) H,(,k g) = lim,-, (T,(Clil$” sif), CljlS,r SjdDn+ 1 exists, 
(ii) H,(f,s) is non-negative and non-increasing in t 3 0, hence H&f, g) = 
lim ,+oo H,(f, g) exists. 
Thus H, and Hm are non-negative definite and symmetric bilinear forms on S-,X @, . 
Proof. If fE 9,-,n 9, then using Theorem 2.l(iii) one can show 
C I( T,f, Sig)/ <4-G for every g E 90, 
hence 
exists and coincides with xi (T,J Sig). For a general f~ CBO one can show it 
approximating f by elements of !&,n .5!?. The last part is trivial. 
Lemma 3.2. For everyf E SJ, and every A C Z there exists a unique Ff, E 9 (A ) such that 
H,(Jg)=(Fl\,g) fireverygE9(A). (3.3) 
Furthermore, {F’,, B(A), v) t cz is an L’-martingale and 
IIF:((+‘H&f,f)lA --A[ (3.4) 
where IA - A I is the cardinality of the set A - A = {i -j: i, j E A}. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.l(ii) 
WC& g)ls f)‘Wx(g, g)“+ &(.fJ-)“lH(g, gP2 
s Ml- (3.5) 
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Thus g + Z-I&& g) is a bounded linear functional on the Hilbert space B(A). 
Together with the Riesz theorem this yields (3.3) and (3.4). 
For AC 2 we denote 
A,,&)= C 1 C a(i,j,y: q)Ai*j:I’f(q). (3.6) 
iE.1 jc.1 y>O 
By Lemma 2.4 A,, is a bounded and self-adjoint operator on L*(%, ZJ). W’e further 
note that Anfc ii!+, if fE SBa,. Recalling that f*(q) = qo-p with p = Ivo9 1) we have 
Lemma 3.3. For euety f E 5&, and g E a0 
(ii) lim H,(f, A.+g) = 0 
.I PL 
Proof. Let 
Then 
W(f,g)=W”(f,g)+ ‘Wf,&g)ds+ 
I _i 
t 
R(s: n, A) ds (3.7) 
0 0
where 
Let 
NN= C l((A-A,,)g,Si(A-A.,)g)l. 
iez 
Using xi IQ(i) < +OO one can check lim,,tZ s(A) = 0. 
Also, IR(s: n, A)l’s H”(f,f)s(A) and 
lH:(.ft A,g)-- WY.6 A,,, g)l= IR(s: n, A)-R(s: n, A’11 
eh-f”(f;f)@(A)+ s(A’)). 
Hence 
W-MA) + W’)), 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(X10) 
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limf2 &,(X A,,g) exists, and finally we obtaim 
r 
I 
WX g) = Wf, d + lim 
Jo ntz 
which yields (i). (3.8)-(3.11) implies 
lim &M &g) = :n~ f; W(f, AA, 
ATZ 
and 
(3.11) 
exists. Hence 
which yields (ii). Note that 
An&= C 4(i)(Ui_ug) with ui(q)=yg, W(Y)- 
ieA 
(3.12) 
Since ui - ~0 E $30 and &( ui - ~0, ui - u,,) = 0, we see that _&(A,& 9 A,&) = 0. Hence, 
using the definition of H,( l , -) and the Schwarz inequality, 
IHt(,f, &fO)~ s x’H,t(f,f)Ho(A,f,, &f,) = 0, (3.13) 
from which and (i), (iii) follows. 
In the sequel we use the notation E”(f) = If< 9) v(dv) for an v-integrable function 
f defined on 9. 
Lemma 3.4. Let f E Bo. For every A C 2, 
C C 1 l?(a(i,j, y: q)(Ai*‘:‘F!&))‘) 
ie.4 jEA y>O 
= aigA jzA _vzO E”(a(kJ J’: ~)(~i,j’YF~(~)(Ai~j”F~~“j(~)))) 
- C C C E”(a(i,j,J’: ~)(A’.“yF:‘,(~)(A”““~f,“i(~)))). (3.14) 
ic!A jeA .vZQ 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3(ii) 
lim (F~,A,SF{)=li~H,(f,A,SF$)=O. 
A’fZ 
Hence 
IimCC C a(kj, Y: d(A 
i,j:~,r\)(Ai.j:“F~,,)v( 
.t’fZ i j .v=-0 I 
which, together wit 
The following lemma is most crucial for the p 
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. Letfcgo. Foreachn > 1 there exists a function 6, ( l ): 2, + R such that 
F{-WI,(q) = b.( ,& qJ* (3.15) 
lo. By Lemma 2.4 and (3.4), E “( I( qi 3 y)(A i*i’ y F[_,,J q))*) s Const. n, 
hence using Cr==, kq(k) < +OO we have a constant C > 0 such that 
C 1 C E”(a(i, j, y: r))(Ai~“yF~_“,,,(rl))2)~ Cn. 
IilSn ljl>n y>O 
(orlil>n ljlsn) (3.16) 
2’. Note that, if A0 c A and i, j E A,, 
E”(A i~“y~‘,~~(A~))=Ai~“yF~o v-a.e. on [qiay]. (3.17) 
Using this and the Schwarz inequality we see that, for M> 0, 
C C C EYa(k.i, y: r))(Ai~j’yF~-n,n~“j)2(77)) 
lilsn ljl>n y>0 
n+M 
s C C C E”(a(i, j, y: q)(Ai9”yF{-~,j~(~))2) 
lilsn j=n+l y>O 
-n-l 
+ C C C E”W,j, jr: d(A 
1ils-n j=- 
i*j’ ’ F{j, n](q))*) 
n-M yz-0 
+ C C C WaW, y: q)(Ai*j’yF:ln,n],i(q))2) 
lilsn Ijl>n+M y>O 
= &+I*+&. (3.18) 
We note that 
S,F,, = F,l+i and !%F, = F-,4 
where R : 9 + 9 is the reflection at 0, i.e. (!%q)i = q-i and %f( q) = f(9,). It follows 
from this that 
n+M 2n 
‘1 
r =I*= C C C E”(a(i, n-tj, y: q)( i*“+“: ’ F{o,n+jl( q))*) (3.19) 
j=n+l i=O _V>O 
and 
3”. Set 
n-l 
b, = c 1 E”(a(i, n, y: q)(A’~n~sF{o,,l(q))2). 
i=O v>O 
y (3.18) together with (3.19) and (3.20) 
lilsn ljl>n y>0 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
ni-M 
s n+j +&M 
j=n-+I 
(3.22) 
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n+M 
C 1 C E”(a(j,j,y: ~)(ai~“YFI-,,,~(~))2)~ C 2bn+j+E,n (3.23) 
lil>n lj@n y>O j=n+l 
4”. Repeating the same argument we can easily show 
C C C E”(a(i,j, y: 11)(Ai,j’yFI_,,I(r]))2)~ F bk. (3.24) 
(il=5.n IjlSn y>O k=l 
Accordingly, it follows from (3.16), (3.23), (3.24) and Lemma 3.4 that 
F bks2Cn, 
k=l 
(3.25) 
: bk s 5 4bz,+j+2&Mn. 
k=l j=l 
(3.26) 
Also, it is easy to see that 6, s b,+, for every n a 1, hence by (3.25) lim,,, b, s C, 
and by (3.26) hm,,, b, S EM. Since limM_,, EM = 0, hm,,, b, = 0 from which b,, = 0 
for all n Z 1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, (3.22) and (3.23) again we obtain 
1 C C E”(a(i,j,y: ~)(A~~‘~yF~-~,~l(~))2) =O. (3.27) 
li(sn IjlGn yZ_0 
Finally, noting that p(l)=p(-I)>0 and q(l)>0 by (1.3) and (1.4), we see that if 
Iit s n, IA sn and ]iiJI=l 
F:_,,j( qi*j’ i j = F{_,,.,(q) v-a,e. on [qi a 11, (3.28) 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
Lemma 3.6. Let F, = F{_,.,. For each n a 1, 
IlFn - F,-,I) s ~6 Ko(Xf)“2. (3.29) 
Proof. By the definition of F, and its martingale property, 
IIF,-F,-,112=IIF,l12-II-FII-iI!z 
= k(f; F, -E--A 
d &(f,f)“‘Hac( F,, - Fn_, , F, - F,-,)I” 
6 Hm(f,f)i/2N(F, - F,_, , Fn - Fn_,)‘j2 (by Lemma 3.1). 
But using S,F, = F,+; and (F,, 6,) = IIF,, ~11~ we get 
H(F,-hi-,, F,-+,_,) 
=C (F[-vI,~I]-F[-.+I,,I-I]Y e-ri+i.t,+i]- 
=;,py-Fn-,,/‘. 
Tlhese two relations yield (3.29). 
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3. Let (q) = b,o +Clilsn %I - 6,(Clilsn qA= 7kn ( 
is an L2-bounded martingale. 
ecall that F,(q) = F{ -?I .]W = b,(C,j,S” %I for f E 90 , 
(2.16) and E WlI - n, nl), 
(F “+,-F’,AF.)=$z C E"(a(i,Xy:~)(d""y(F,+,-F,))(A"'yF,)) 
i j ~2-0 
= - C C x E”(a(i,j,y: g)( w y( F*+, - F,)) 
lil>n Ijlsn y==o 
x (A ii: PF,)) 
=- 1 C C E”(a(i, j9y: q)(A4~‘YF,+,)(Ai~~‘yF,)) 
lil>n+l IjlSn y>O 
+ C C C E”(a(i, j, y: q)(A’j”F,)*). (3.30) 
lil>n IjfSn y>O 
Since by (3.17) it ho1 6s that, if Iil>n+l and ljlsn, 
E”(a(i, j, y: T& ‘~~“F,+,)(Ai~j’“F,))= E’(a(i, j,y: q)(Ai*jzyF,)*), 
(3.30) turns into 
C C C E”(a(i,j,y: TJ)(A~~~‘-“F~)*)=(F~+,-F,,AF,) 
lil=n+l l&zn _v>o 
s IIF,+, - EI II IIMI II 
s Const. II AF’ II 
(by Lemma 3.6$, (3.31) 
which implies that 
C p(y)v(rlo~y)E”(M~(rl)2)~Const= llAF,II C C Q(W) 
y=-0 lil=n+l ljlsn 
(3.32) 
where Z(V) = MY +&qsn Vk) - MC,,,<” 17k). 
On the other hand it is not hard to show that 
c lik(i))* C ~(y)v(qo+W'( 
i y>o 
(3.33) 
y (3.32) and (3.33), &,p(y)v(qo~y)EY( i( v)~) is bounded in n > 1, 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
osition to prove the following formula. 
e ~~~ditio~s ( 1.3) a ;=, kq( k) < +a~. en, for 4; g E Slo, 
y Lemma 3.7, him,,, 
(k-n, 0). 
= const. v-a-e. by 
c such that 
ingly we obtain 
In particular, H(f,f,) = H&J&) = cH(fo,f& Therefore we get (3.34). 
4. CLT for a fluctuatioe fie of the process of spacings 
For the process of spacings (a,$, S,, P,, 7(t)) which is a stationary 
on 9, let us introduce a fluctuation field Ng; Let AE = (1 - i(e))-’ and set 
Nf =G C (%(hd) -Pls{tzi), (4.0 
iEZ 
where p = E”(Q) and Srxj stands for the Dirac measure at x. 
In this section we will prove a central limit theorem for NF which leads us to a 
resca!ed limit theorem for the tagged particle motion in the clustered random walk 
system. 
Henceforth the following notation will be used: 
witll)= ? Y4P(Yl- 
y=l 
For a function 4 defined on R we denote by 4 and 94 its discrete and continuous 
Fourier transforms if well-defined, i.e. 
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Let L*(R) be the Hilbert space of square-integrable real functions defined on R 
with the inner product ( l , a),, and the norm I] l Ilo. For n 3 1 let Zn = 
{f~ L*(R): f(“) E L*(R)} where J(“) = (d”/dx”)if: X” also is a Hilbert space with the . 
inner product ($, g), = (A g)o+ (f (n), g’“‘), and the norm II - I 
Since %?,, L, L*(R) is continuous we denote by Z-n the dual space of %n. Thus 
we have a sequence of Hilbert spaces 
We notice that for every p E 2 the imbedding Zp c) Rp__, is nuclear. 
For f E CBo let us introduce a fluctuation field N:( l : f) by 
(4.3) 
Obviously N: = Nf( l : fo). 
For f~ BU and g E 9+, set 
H(t, e;f, g) = lim T C 
cc 
edqi”Sif , 
i 
C e-j’sjg 
n+co 1ilS-n l_il~ n >I 
2n+l. (4,4) 
The existence of the limit can be shown in the same way as in Lemma 3.1. 
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.8. 
Theorem 4.1. (I) If f E 9Jo satisfies H(f, fo) = 0, then 
lim H(t, egf)=o. 
t+oc, 
9+0 
(ii) For 4 E %?, , 
lim E, 
cl0 
N&kfids-e/ot N:(+)dsr=O (4.6) 
with c= Wf,fo)/Wfo,fo)* 
roof. (i) follows from Theorem 3.8. (See [3, Proposition 4.21 for detail). 
(ii) Since g = f - cfo satisfies _EI(g fo) = 0, (4.5) holds for g. 
For E > 0 we denote &F(i) = +( Ei). By the Plancherel theorem for the Fourier 
transform; 
E” dr ds E C C &(W+j)( Tn,~~--$o~9 sj-ig) 
i j 
drdsE 
I 
= d6 A 
-7r 
z Me)l*~(M- sl, 8: g, g). 
Let + be any rapidly decreasing C”-functio y the isson summation formula 
(e.g. [6, p. 1 I 13) we have 
from which it follows 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
But by a standard approximation argument one can easily show that (4.9) holds 
for every #J E JR’, . Accordingly, using the dominatt ._ convergence theorem together 
with (4.3, (4.9), (4.5) and the boundedness of H(t, 4: g, g) we have t 2 
lim E, M4: g) ds 
P-4 (I 0 > 
(4.10) 
which gives the proof of (ii). 
For 4 E XT let 
M,(t) =fi:(q(t))-J(q(O))- ’ AA(~(s)) ds tie Z , J 0 
MF($)=G C 4tEiJMiCAct), 
ie.Z 
G(4)=&& ,~z4(~~M_hh(~,f~~. 
Since Mi(tj is an L2-martingale, so is M:(4). Moreover we have the following 
estimates. 
Lemma 4.2. 
(ij EV(WW2j~ ~+#41~9 
EvUW4)4)~ + 
(iii) 
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For the proof of Lemma 4.2 we use the following lemma. 
(ii) lim sh, C C (4(&i) - +(Ej))*q(i -j) =- de)el”]9~(6)12. 
El0 iEZ jcZ 
lo. Let &(i) = &( ci). Use the Plancherel theorem for the Fourier transform; 
then 
(Notice &9)=2~~=, cos keq(k)=2q^(O).) 
2’. Since 1 - 0) regularly varying of order 1 s ar s 2 as 0 + 0, for every S > 0 
there are constants Cs > 0 and 0 < a < T such that if (0(< Q and I&I c Q, 
(1 -ij(e))/(i -i&p= ~~(le/&l=-“+le/&I=+“), (4.11) 
especially we have C > 0 satisfying that if lOI< Q and 1~1 c Q 
(1-~(~))/(l-~(E))~C(1+IS/&14). (4.12) 
(Use the representation theorem for slowly varying function for (4.11), cf. [7].) 
3O. By (4.12) 
I 
?I 
II s Const. E l&(8)1*(1 + le14, de -w 
(I 
lr 
c Const. E l&(e)12de+E-3 m &(e)1211-efie4 
-?I J -m I ,,> 
(I 
?r s Const. E I&(e)l* de+ c3 C(2~,(i)-~~(i+l)-~~(i-l))* , 
-?r i > 
hence II s Const. 114 III. 
Since for every fixed S > 0, A, = (1 - q(E))-* s Const. Ka-‘, 
J 
IT I2 s Const. E I&wl*l+l=+fi de 
-IT 
l&wI*(l +lw4) de 
roof of (ii) use the oisson formula (4.8), 
243 
y Lemma 2.4 it is easy to see that 
“bb)~~~, T F bPAi)- AW24G -3. 
Hence (i) follows from Lemma 4.3. 
For (ii) :et us define 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
By a well-known inequality of moments of martingales (cf. [5]), 
J%(W(+)“) c Const. M~‘WI3 
I ( > 
2 
GConst. E, E CC (+,(i)-&(j))’ C y2*~,y 
i j Y'O 
I 
, 
&he CC (4,(i) - b&))*~(i -j) oi(q(Ass)) ds 
i j 0 
SConst. E”(w,)k*h, CC (&(i)-t$,(j))4tj(i-j) 
I i j 
+E"b3f2~2C CC(~,(i)-~e(i))2ii(i-j) ( 
2 
ij >I , 
and combining this with Lemma 4.3 we get (ii). 
(iii) Using (4.14) and Lemma 2.4 we see for 0 s r c s c f, 
WW& - WW)*(WW-- W(b))* 
= &A, CC ME(i) - 9,(j))‘S -8 
ij 
Hence by (ii) and Lemma 4.3 we obtain (iii). 
For (iv) note that 
From this and the starionarity of (q(l), PW) it follows that 
&US(&) = EC c 1 &(W*WJ%, A.&-i) 
i j 
ence by the same arguments as in the proof of kern 
J%uA4~2$~ cll4llL 
which yields (iv). 
For each E > 0, N: is an %_,-valued stochastic process whose sample paths are 
right continuous and has left fimit. Let T>0 be fixed and denote by D([O, T], X4) 
the set of all %-~-valued right continuous functions with left limit defined on [O, T], 
which is equipped with the usual Skorohod topology. 
Lemma 4.4. Let P’ be the probcrbiJity distribution on D([O, T], SC,) induced by N:. 
Then (PE)OCPCI is tight 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, (i) and (iv) the family (P’) is uniformly k-continuous with 
k = 3 (cf. Mitoma [I4, p. 9973). Furthermore Lemma 4.2(iii) and (iv) imply that for 
each 4 E %$ the family of probability distributions on D([O, T], R) induced by 
N:(4) is tight. Accordingly by Mitoma’s theorem (P ‘) is tight as a family of 
probability distributions on D( [0, T], X4) since %‘_3 c, %‘_, is a nuclear imbedding. 
In order to describe the limit process of Nf let us denote by G, the generator 
of the one-dimensional symmetric stable process of index 1 c (Y s 2 on L2( R): 
~(G*&(E) = -ISl”~~(S). (4.17) 
Since G, is a self-acijoint and non-positive definite operator on L’(R), x is 
weil-defined. 
3. For 4 E %‘., 
W2) =4E”(vcJ)tlld=K4II;. 
(ii) Let (~‘(4)), = EA, CC (opt - 4,(i))2~(i -8 I; r+(rl(&s) ds- Then 
ij 
M:(4)2-(M’(4)), is (9,) P,)-martingale and (M’(4)), satisfies 
Iim E,((M”(4)), -4E”(v0)tI(~411~)2=0. 
F.W 
N:tG,4) ds > 2 =0 
=Const. t2e2AS C(f/b,(i)-&(j))‘q(i-j) 
GConst. t2EA, sup (z (~~(i)-d,(j~~2i(i-j))) 
i j 
(Here we used thz boundedness of H( t, 8: i&, Co) in t 2 0 and 0.) It is easy to see that 
ds 
-2G~d)(Ei))Gi(~(A,S) dS 
> 
I 
1 
+2 N:( GJ$ : Coo) ds. (4.18) 
0
Use the following estimate which can be shown using the Poisson formula (4.8): 
(4.19) 
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Then we can easily check that, if C$ E %, 
lim E 
E10 I 
_:~lr.A(e)(C(e)-1)-(~j~~~j12=0, (4.20) 
which implies that the first term of (4.18) vanishes as ~$0 in quadratic mean. Thus 
(iii) follows fiGii; Theorem 4.1. 
how we are in position to prove a central limit theorem for the fluctuation field 
NT. Assuming (1.3),Cr=, /q(k) c +CO and (1.4) with 1 s a! d 2, we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.6. N: converges as E&O in the sense of weak convergence of probability 
distributions on D([O, T], X4). Furthermore, the limit process N, is an X&-valued 
stationary Ornstein- Uhlenbeck process uch that it satisfies the following stochastic 
diflerential equation: for every 4 E Z5, I NW- NoW=~WW+K J N,W,#Ms (4.21) 0 
where W, is an X,-valued Wiener process with covariance functional 
EW,(& W(q) = (J-GA m), min(t, s), (4.22) 
N,, is an X,-valued Gaussian random variable independent of W, with covariance 
functional 
EN&)N&) = (z/(1 -z)%& No, (4.23) 
a2 = 4 X0 Y’Z’P(Y ), (4.24) 
. (4.25) 
Remark. The state spaces of the processes N, and W, are indeed narrower than 
X3, but we do not here treat the problem of determining their state spaces. 
Pmf. By Lemma 4.4, (P,) is tight. Let P, be an arbitrary limit point of (P,) as 
s&O, and let N, be an %&valued stochastic process according to the probability 
law P,. Then it is a routine task to show that N, satisfies (4.21) by making use of 
Lemma 4.5. To complete the proof of Theorem 4.6 it suffices to show the uniqueness 
of solutions in the probability law sense for the equation (4.21). Recall that f, is 
the symmetric stable semi-group on L2( R) generated by G,. Since P, is a convo!ution 
operator with a kernel density function p,(x), P,+ E X5 holds for every 4 E Z& and 
t 2 0 and moreover 11 P,b IIs s 114 (I5 for all t 2 0, from which one can solve the equation 
(4.17) explicitly: 
rt 
NM= NM&)+aW(~)+~~ (G&W,&) ds. (4.26) 
0 
In particular, the probability law of is uni ly d~te~~ned, therefore we have 
shown the convergence of F to N, as EJ,O. 
5. 
Recall that the -rMe motion X0(t) is represented by making use of the 
process of sp ,F#, E, q(r)); 
X,(f)-X,(O)=-lim i (s@) - s&0) &-a.s. 
n-D00 i=o 
for every fixed t 3 0. Accordingly, we have 
&X&t) -&X,(O) = -hm (N:(di,) - NM,)), 
n--w 
(5.0 
where 
40 { 
l-x/n ifOSxSn, 
“X = 
0 otherwise. 
(5.2) 
We will use the notation ON: = N: - NE and DN, = N, - No. We first give an 
estimate for DNf(&) as n + 00 uniformly in E > 0. 
Lemma 5.1. There exists Q positive sequence S( n, m) such that S( n, m) + 0 as n, m + 00 
and 
E,(DN~(&)-DN~((b,))*s t6(n, m) for eoery O< E < 1. (5.3) 
Proof. Noting the boundedness of N( t, 6:fo, Go) in t 20 and Q we see 
I 
X I H(h,s, 8: fo, Go) ds 0 
S Const. t&h, 
I 
m de0 -B(M(??GZ),(e)l*. 
-Tl 
(5.4 
By a simple calculation, 
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where 
J, = Const. feA,(&/nj2 
By the assumption (1.4) it holds that 
I- 
?r 
de(l-cj(B))Ill-e~~‘J2<+oo. 
3-m 
(5.7) 
Since &3AF is evidently bounded in O< E < 1, the first term of (5.6) is do,minated by 
Const. i(l/ni-lj/m)2.ToestimateJ,, chooseaS>OandO<a<?rsothata-&6)1 
and (4.11) may hold. Then 
J, S Const. Ed/ z2 
I 
a de((e/&~“-*+le/&(Q+S)le(-2 ‘“f’ 
-* 1 i=. -j2 
+Const. e3A,/n2. (5.8) 
Note that if 0 < y < 1, then 
(5.9) 
Using this we can estimate J, and obtain (5.3). 
Let IV, be an %?_3-valued Omstein-Uhlenbeck process described in Theorem 4.6. 
For each 4 E PjZ j, A&(+) is well-defined by approximating (3 by smooth functions 
as a centered Gaussian process with covariance 
EIV,(4jW4) = (z/(1 -zj2j(P,,,-,,s, &o. (5.10) 
Furthermore we have the following result. 
Lemma 5.2. For 4, of (5.2) set Y,(i) - DN,(#,). Then Y,,(t) converges as n+m to 
a centeKed Gaussian process Y(t) with covariance (1.5) and (1.6) in the sense of 
convergence ofjinite dimensional distributions. 
Proof. Note that Y,(I) is a centered Gaussian process with stationary increments a& 
E( E(tj v,(s)) = EN,(AjN&) - jW(&jNo(Aj 
-EN,(cb,jN~(~,)+EN,(~,j2 
= (z/0 -zj2j~p,I,-sIbll -PA&,, - ,$, + +,, +‘njo. (5JJj 
Since 
) 
n-x 
lim ##WCC E( Y,(t) U 
kernel density of P,. 
1.1 in the sense of convergence 
Now we can complete the p 
a standard argument using Skorohod’s theorem we may assume that 
to N, as ~10 in the topology of D([O, T], XL,) &almost surely. 
> 0 be fixed. For each n 2 t , choose &, E Z4 so that E xi (&,,( ei) - 
d ll&,,-&,$~ l/m may hold. Then by Lemma 5.1, 
E,((&X,,(h,t) -&X&I)+ Y,,,( t,l’ A 
= lim E,(lDNW,) - DN#,)12 
n+oo 
+ &(DN,(& - 6mjj2+ Ev(IDW(&A - 
<4&i i3(n,m)+(16z/(1-r)2)/m+Ev(~DN~(~~)-DN,(&,,)~2~ M). 
n+oo 
Hence 
lim lim E,(I& X&t)+ Y,(t)l’ A M) =0, 
n-@oo FJO 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 on combining with Lemma 5.2. 
In this section we discuss a tagged particle motion in a one-dimensional exclusion 
process with a speed function depending on nearest neighbour particles 
Let S? be the configuration space of particles defined by ( I .I). Supposing that we 
are given a function c : N x N + (0, m), we define a generator of a arkov process 
on 2Y as follows: 
+I(Xi-1> Xj-,)(j3(Xi-)-f( 
Ci(X) = C(Xi -Xi_* 3 Xi+1 -Xi) 
Yadwhere (X”)i = Xi f 1 aXId (Xi’), = Xj for j # i. 
We denote by (n, 5, P’ X(t) = (Xj( j))jEZ) the M 
governed by the generator H, if it is well-posed, w 
process with a speed function depending on nea 
is a generalization of a one-dimensional simple exclusion 
In order to realize a stationary situation, 
h:N+ between earest neighbor 
ibbs states vZ, which is a renewal 
sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 
I 
CC 
v,(xi,l -xi = k) = zk emhtk) C 
1=1 
where Cr=, Iz’ eSh’13 < +m is assumed. 
For each ZJ= to be a stationary distribution of the associated indistinguishable 
partic w8+ assume %e detailed balance condition”’ for ci(x) with respect 
to v,. 110~s that cil, r) is of the fo 
c( t r) = dJ !+ ;j eh(t)+hiir (6.3) 
where d : N + (0, a) is an arbitrary function. 
For simplicity we henceforth assume that h and d are bounded. Then in the same 
way as for the clustered random walk system one can construct a Msrko~: process 
(Q % P, X(t) = {X,(N) on a suitable subset of Z Assuming that {Xi(O) - Xi-l(O)} 
is i.i.d. with the distribution (6.2) we see easily that the process of spacings {Xi(t) - 
Xi_ 1( t)} is a temporarily and spatially stationary Markov process. Furthermore we 
can prove the following result. 
eorem 6.1. Assume d(k) = e-h(k-” for k 2 2. Then &X,,( t/E4) converges as ~40 to 
a centered Gaussian process Y(t) in the sense of convergence of jnite dimensional 
distributions, and the covariance of Y(t) is given by 
. 
(6.4) 
where p = E”$x, -x0- 1) and D= E”z(x, -x0- l)*-p2. 
is theorem can be proved by the same method as Theorem 1.1. Here we made 
a special choice for the function d of (6.3), but it wouid not be plausible from a 
phenomenological viewpoint that such an assumption isrequired. In fact this choice 
makes our analysis extremely tractable. 
the associated process of spacings, i.e. Ti( i ) = 
generator is given by 
75) =C ;(vi, ~i+l)(f(77i*i+‘)-f(71))+C ;(rli, 9i-~~‘_f!7)i*i-‘)-f(17))r 
i i 
i+l). (6.7) 
Accordingly, our choice of d : d(k) = e-rcsk-*’ for all k 3 2, is equivalent o 
Bj;r(~)=Si+,g+Si-,g_2Sig with SOIfle 8E 90. (6.8) 
In conclusion, if (6.8) is fulfilled, then the present method of proof is a~~~~ca~~e 
without change. However we conjecture that even when (6.8) is not fulfilled, the 
tagged particle motion would behave in the similar way to Theorem 6.1. 
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